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Chapter 371 Be Creative  

Gloria felt speechless. 

At this time, Jordy was in a rage, so she always felt that there were some things she 
should not say to him. 

 

Therefore, it was very rare for Gloria to shut up. 

However, Jordy was so depressed that he couldn‘t even vent his anger now. He 
snickered, “Gloria, if you let me hear you say that again, you‘d better watch out.” 

Gioria didn‘t want to argue with him any further, so she closed her eyes and kept her 
mouth shut. 

Harold felt as if the car was not driving well today. And he always felt that there was 
something wrong with the engine. Otherwise, no matter how much he pressed the gas 
pedal, it was useless. Why is the car so slow? 

But the throttle dial showed that if he accelerated any more, he would be speeding. 

Gloria thought they were going back, but Harold was driving in the wrong direction. 
Puzzled, she asked, “Where are you going?” 

“We‘re meeting with those designers.” 

Gloria‘s eyes flickered. Then she pursed her lips and didn‘t say anything, 

In fact, she wanted to say that the morning was her time off. However, the morning 
hadn‘t passed. 

It didn‘t take long for them to arrive at the meeting place. It was another private room. 

as a 

But it was different from the one with the previous entertainment venue. 



Gloria followed Jordy in and found that the designers had already arrived. 

There were three men and two women. They looked very young, about 20 or 30 years 
old. 

They stood up together and greeted Jordy and Gloria. 

“Mr. Collins, Miss White.” 

Jordy nodded his head. Putting a stern look on his face, he said, “Have a seat.” 

Jordy walked over to the main seat and sat down while Gloria sat on a couch next to 
him. 

It looked like an office for talking about collaboration, because there was only one long 
couch that allowed three to four people to be seated. And the rest were single sofas that 
enclosed the coffee table. And there were no other entertainment facilities here. 

The designers were sizing up Jordy and Gloria and looking nervous. 

How could they not be nervous when they met Jordy? 

Jordy leaned back on the couch, his long legs folded. He tapped his fingers on the 
armrest now and then. He looked so serious that the others didn‘t dare to breathe. 

Jordy didn‘t say a word, and Harold didn‘t follow him in. He also gave Gloria the contract 
and a list of needed materials. 

Gloria realized that this was her job to do. Then she looked at the designers and said, 
“Hello, when we contacted you by phone yesterday, you agreed to work with us. I would 
like to ask if you have any additional conditions to add today?” 

They shook their heads. Then, Gloria smiled and nodded. She held out a few contracts 
and smiled at them, “Okay. Then we can sign the contract first.” 

The designers took the contracts. After carefully reading them over, they found no major 
problems. Then, they signed the contracts. 

After that, Gloria then looked at several designers and said, “Then we should discuss 
the theme of the wedding dress.” 

The older woman among the five designers looked at Gloria and said, “Miss White, do 
you have any requests for the wedding dress design?” 

Gloria smiled and said, “Be creative.” 



Then everyone looked stunned and thought her request sounded too ambiguous. 

Even Jordy gave Gloria a quick glance. Although he didn‘t say anything, his cold eyes 
showed a look of displeasure. 

Gloria ignored them and just smiled again, “I‘ve observed every theme you‘ve worked 
on before. You have done a little innovation each time, but what I am asking this time is 
for you to design a new and creative solution.” 

An odd look passed through the designers‘ eyes. Another man turned to Gloria and 
said, “Miss White, can you be more specific, please? In that case, we‘ll see if we can 
work on it.” 
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Chapter 372 You Know This Designer  

Gloria looked at those designers. When she saw the look of scrutiny and defiance in 
their eyes, she added, “This time, I don‘t want each of you to design the wedding in your 
own style. Instead, I want you to design the weddings together.” 

At this point, everyone felt confused. 

 

“In fact, I have carefully observed your designs for wedding dresses. I found that each 
of you has your area of expertise, so what I hope is that you can combine everyone‘s 
strengths to design the best pieces.” 

Lena, who seemed to be the oldest among the designers, had a look of surprise in 
her eyes. She said, “Although we each specialize in different styles, if we design 
wedding dresses together, it may also lead to different styles of wedding dresses we 
design.” 

“There is only one style for each wedding dress. You have to design seventeen wedding 
dresses in different styles. I need you to try to be creative. For example, Lena, you are 
best at designing the neckline and bodice of a wedding dress. Mr. Haldane, you are 
best at designing the waistline and cuff. Miss Larson, you are best at designing the 
hemline…” 



She named the areas where each designer was good at designing. She found that they 
could design a wedding dress together. 

At this point, they were a little surprised and found it to be a very challenging task. 

There was a look of surprise in Jordy‘s eyes. 

Gloria‘s plan was a good one, but there was no room for error in any part of the 
process. And each wedding dress had to maintain the original design and add a little 
innovation. The wedding venue would also follow the previous design on top of adding 
some innovation. 

And the wedding dress could be completely innovative. 

Gloria‘s idea was very good. At the same time, the designers were also very capable, 
so they could design the wedding dress according to Gloria‘s requirements. 

However, they were scheduled to design eighteen wedding dresses, but they wondered 
why Gloria wanted them to design seventeen dresses. 

Lena was a little shocked by Gloria‘s idea, but she thought the proposal seemed to be 
good too. Then Lena nodded and said, “I just thought Miss White was talking about the 
styles we each specialize in. I think we will take this challenge if you ask each of us to 
be creative with the design of each part of the wedding dress that we specialize in. In 
that case, we would design a more perfect wedding dress.” 

“Exactly.” Gloria said with a smile, “I heard that you are all very close to each other, and 
that‘s why I made such a request. If you guys think it‘s okay, then let‘s do that first.” 

“Okay.” 

0 

Apparently, the designers had no opinion and seemed eager to try. 

This time, they discussed it very well. After the discussion, they dispersed. 

After Jordy and the others got into the car, Jordy remained seated beside Gloria. 

He looked at Gloria with an icy look and said, “Why did you ask them to design one less 
wedding dress?” 

Gloria said, “Because I have a set of designs here.” 

Jordy let her do all the talking now. And, he ordered her to talk to the partners about all 
the business cooperation. Besides, it was a collaboration between two companies, so 



Gloria didn‘t talk to Jordy about all the details because she would sum it up to him later. 
Even if she were to talk to Jordy about these details during the approval process, it 
would still be too late. 

Jordy frowned slightly and looked over at her. 

Gloria found a photo and a document on her phone. Then she sent them to Jordy. 

Jordy tapped on the phone. 

The moment he saw the design, he froze because he was fascinated by it! 

He didn‘t say anything in a hurry. Instead, he looked at the document again. After 
seeing the meaning and the introduction in it, he turned his head to look at Gloria. 

“You know this designer.” 

Jordy spoke out in a calm and affirmative tone. 

Gloria‘s eyelashes trembled slightly. A miserable smile flashed across her eyes. Do I 
know this designer? 
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Jordy looked at the design once again. 

The design of the wedding dress was innovative. It was simply an excellent design that 
he had never seen before. 

 

This wedding dress from head to toe made people look dazzling. 

Not because there were many pearls on the wedding dress, but the design of 
this wedding dress had many highlights, especially the design of the chest and waist 
embellishment. At that moment, Jordy suddenly had an urge to let Gloria wear this 
wedding dress immediately. 

“Speak.” 



Gloria nodded and said, “I know.” 

Looking at Jordy to say something, Gloria said, “She‘s not available, so she can only 
design this wedding dress.” 

As she said it, she withdrew the sarcastic look in her eyes. 

It was as if she had wandered off, but there was a slight look of sorrow in her eyes. 

Jordy pursed his lips and did not speak again, but he kept gazing at the design. He felt 
that this fresh and elegant style was somehow familiar to him. 

A moment later, he suddenly looked at Gloria with a stern and critical look. 

Gloria seemed to be unaware of Jordy‘s eyes. She closed her eyes as usual. 

At this point, the car became quiet again. Gloria and Jordy seemed to hate each other, 
but it was as if no one could come between them. 

Every time Angela appeared, Harold felt a little abrupt. 

They weren‘t in a hurry to get back, as it was already time for lunch. 

When they arrived at the restaurant, Jordy was sitting in a chair and had no intention of 
moving. And Harold smiled and handed the menu to Gloria, “Miss White, please order.” 

Gloria glanced at Jordy before taking the menu. When she thought of something, she 
ordered a few dishes and then handed the menu to Harold. 

“Please order your food.” Harold nodded. 

Harold just clearly felt that Jordy still looked gloomy before ordering, but he noticed that 
Jordy looked better after hearing the names of the dishes Gloria had ordered. 

This was because most of the dishes Gloria ordered were Jordy‘s favorites. 

However, he was not in a better mood because Gloria had ordered his favorite dishes. 

Harold coughed lightly and began to order the food. 

Soon, the food was served. They all ate in silence. The atmosphere seemed to be calm. 

After they finished eating, Gloria and Jordy went back to the hotel. 



After getting out of the elevator, Gloria turned her head to Jordy and said, “Do you have 
any schedule this afternoon? Is that collaboration you talked about this morning about 
the design of the venue?” 

“Yes.” 

Gloria nodded and said, “Well… Can we go back now? I think our local enterprises are 
more 

suitable.” 

Jordy gave her a glance and said, “I have other things to attend to.” 

“I see.” Gloria said, “Then you go ahead. I‘ll be back.” 

Jordy was in a good mood, but he suddenly looked very gloomy at that moment. “You 
can‘t.” 

Gloria was confused. 

She looked at Jordy and said, “I‘ve finished my work, so why can‘t I go back to my 
room?” 

Harold felt speechless. 

He felt that Gloria and Jordy treated him like an invisible person. Then he quickened his 
pace and went back to his room. 

Jordy looked indifferent and said, “The idea of the venue design still needs to be 
adjusted. You will be in charge of doing it.” 

Gloria felt speechless. 

She felt that if she hadn‘t mentioned leaving, Jordy might not have put her in charge of 
the venue design. 

Now, it seemed like Jordy had suddenly given her an additional task. 

At that moment, Harold suddenly walked up to Gloria with a stack of papers and said, 
“Miss White, this is the design of the venue.” 

After saying that, he silently retreated and acted as if he had never been there. 

Gloria felt very speechless. 
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Jordy had a video conference next. Gloria went back to her room with the proposal. 

Harold sent a WhatsApp message to Gloria about the meeting in the morning. 

 

Gloria spent the afternoon working on the proposal. She was trying to figure out how 
she could communicate the specifics to the designer. 

In the evening, Jordy and Gloria had dinner together as usual. 

Gloria was surprised by Jordy‘s moody mood, but she ate her dinner as usual. 

However, she didn‘t expect Jordy‘s cell phone to ring again. 

It was still Angela calling Jordy. 

Jordy frowned while Gloria laughed and said, “Isn‘t she your lifesaver and girlfriend? 
Wouldn‘t it be appropriate if you didn‘t answer her call?” 

Jordy instantly stared at Gloria‘s face with a stern look in his eyes. When he saw the 
sarcastic look in her eyes, he snickered and said, “Who says I‘m not answering the 
call?“. 

Gloria put on a bright smile and said, “I was afraid you wouldn‘t answer the phone.” 

It sounded like she was provoking Jordy. 

Jordy gave her a mocking look and picked up the phone. 

Before he could speak, Angela‘s gentle and concerned voice had already sounded. 
“Jordy, have you eaten dinner yet?” 

“I‘m eating dinner.” 

Angela was a little surprised and said, “What a coincidence! Is everything going well 
with your work?” 

Jordy gave Gloria an icy look, and as he was about to speak to Angela in a softer tone, 
Gloria suddenly said with a soft smile, “Mr. Collins, you never talk while you‘re eating. 



Don‘t you think it‘s inappropriate for you to be on the phone while you‘re eating? My 
cousin forgot your principle. How could she offend you so much?” 

Angela was shocked. 

So that person was really Gloria! 

Son wa 

Her instinct was correct. Gloria must have been having dinner with Jordy! 

Angela had forgotten to explain to Jordy the trap Gloria had just set for her, and she 
couldn‘t help asking, “Gloria, are you there?” 

“Yes. I have to work with Mr. Collins every day. I‘m so tired.” 

She wanted to say she and Jordy were inseparable. 

Angela was furious. 

What a b*tch! 

Angela couldn‘t believe she didn‘t know what to say for a moment! 

Jordy narrowed his eyes. Instead, he gave Gloria a cold look and wondered what she 
was up to. 

After a moment, he sneered and said, “Who do you think you are?” 

He was saying this to Gloria. 

Angela finally felt that Jordy was venting for her! When Angela was about to pretend to 
defend Gloria, Gloria couldn‘t help but laugh softly and say, “Mr. Collins, that‘s not what 
you said about me yesterday when you spread my legs by force.” 

As Jordy applied the ointment to Gloria, he indeed spread her legs. 

Jordy‘s eyes looked even more dangerous. 

Angela’s expression changed drastically! She became short of breath!! 

She couldn‘t help but grip her phone tighter. Then, her voice was even sharper than it 
had just sounded. “Gloria, what are you talking about?” 

Gloria laughed lightly and said, “What am I saying? Angela, figure it out, Mr. Collins 
doesn‘t like to talk during dinner. Why don‘t you hang up?” 



Angela said, “Gloria, how can you…” 

She couldn‘t control her emotions now, so she couldn‘t help but turn to Jordy and say, 
“Jordy, is what Gloria just said true?“. 

Jordy was silent and didn‘t say anything. 

Gloria looked at him somewhat puzzled. She wondered why Jordy did not look angry. 

Shouldn‘t Jordy be angry with her for suddenly screwing up the relationship between 
Jordy and Angela like this? Was this the calm before the storm? 

The next moment, Gloria smiled, because she didn‘t care that her sudden interruption 
today wasn‘t because she wanted to vent her anger. 

Instead, it was just a trick she played. 
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“Jordy?” 

Angela was getting mad this time! 

 

She could not figure out why! 

She knew that Jordy didn‘t like Gloria at all and thought she was hypocritical, but why 
did he act so intimately with Gloria? And he even had sex with her! 

Angela seemed to be crying, because Jordy could hear her sobbing. 

Jordy frowned as he looked at Gloria with an icy look and said, “Gloria, that‘s enough!” 

Is Gloria finally showing her true colors? 

Gloria smiled and said, “How can I think that‘s enough? Look how sad my sister is 
feeling right now. Don‘t you want to treat her the way you treated me yesterday?” 



After all, a man as noble as Jordy would actually be careful to apply ointment to her 
feet! She was almost grateful to him. 

Jordy looked at her with a stern look in his eyes. 

However, Gloria couldn‘t help but chuckle. She knew that Jordy didn‘t care to explain 
himself to others, so he wouldn‘t tell Angela that he had applied the ointment not on the 
bed but on the couch. 

Angela wouldn‘t even know this detail. Her chest was heaving up and down! 

She had an angry look in her eyes. 

Urse 

She fought the urge to curse and said in a sad voice, “Jordy, if you like Gloria, I won‘t be 
the homewrecker, and you don‘t have to feel guilty that I saved your life. I… I just 
wanted to…” 

“You just want to do what?” Gloria interrupted with interest and said, “You can give Mr. 
Collins to me if you want. But you have to keep your word. Don‘t just say it. And don‘t be 
hospitalized again and make Mr. Collins feel guilty. Otherwise, he‘ll have to take care of 
you.” 

Jordy looked puzzled, and Gloria‘s words were a sudden wake–up call. 

Angela went furious! 

She didn‘t expect Gloria to say such cruel words in front of Jordy! 

She said in disbelief, “Gloria, how can you say that about me?” 

Gloria gave a light laugh. She wasn‘t angry at all and said, “If I didn‘t say that, what else 
would I say?Jordy and I both got divorced because you woke up. Do you think that‘s 
strange?” 

“Jordy, it‘s not like that. You wouldn‘t misunderstand me, would you? I didn‘t think I’d 
wake up out of the blue. I shouldn‘t have woken up…” 

Jordy frowned and said, “Angela, it‘s not what you think. I‘ll talk to you when I get back.” 

Gloria couldn‘t help but laugh, but Jordy hung up the phone before she could speak. 

Gloria raised an eyebrow and said, “You are so protective of my cousin that you are 
afraid I will say anything else to irritate her.” 



Jordy lifted his sinister eyes. He sneered at her and said, “Do you think you can remarry 
me by doing this?” 

Gloria sneered as she said, “Stop it! Mr. Collins, I never wanted to remarry you, but I 
have to tell you that Angela is not as innocent as you think. If you have time, why don‘t 
you look into what caused her to be hospitalized twice?” 

There was a cold look in Jordy‘s eyes. He said, “Gloria, don‘t think you can ruin the 
relationship between me and Angela by saying a few words. You are nothing to me!” 

After saying that, Jordy put down his chopsticks and got up to go back to the master 
bedroom. 

Gloria raised her eyebrows and didn‘t mind Jordy‘s behavior. She continued to eat her 
meal and found it very tasty. 

Gloria had a better appetite after making Angela angry. 

Meanwhile, when Angela made a phone call to Jordy again, Jordy simply didn‘t answer 
the phone. 

“Ah!” 

 


